National adoption of sentinel node biopsy for breast cancer: lessons learned from the Canadian experience.
Sentinel lymph node biopsy (SLNB) in breast cancer has not been readily adopted into Canadian surgical practice in comparison with the United States. We sought to evaluate current national practice patterns and explore barriers to direct efforts to improve the adoption of SLNB in Canada. All active (n = 1413) general surgeons in Canada were surveyed by mail. Surgeon demographics, practice patterns, skill acquisition and attitudes towards SLNB were assessed. The response rate was 63% (n = 889). Of the 506 (57%) surgeons who treated breast cancer, half were community based with breast surgery comprising <25% of their practices. Most (70%) performed <or=5 breast surgeries/month. Almost all (96%) believed SLNB was standard of care or an acceptable alternative to axillary lymph node dissection (ALND). Of these, 306 (61%) performed SLNB. Predictors of performing SLNB were breast/oncology fellowship (p = 0.03) or greater percentage of practice dedicated to breast (p = 0.02) but not region, type of practice (community versus academic), gender or year of residency completion. Reasons for performing SLNB were decreased morbidity (85%) and enhanced staging (59%) as opposed to competitive pressure (13%). The majority (75%) performed SLNB as a stand-alone procedure for T1/T2 cancers and high-risk ductal carcinoma in situ (70%). Almost half (46%) abandoned back up ALND after 30 or fewer cases even though the majority (75%) acknowledged the false-negative rate should be <5%. Most (76%) learned SLNB through mentoring or a formal course/residency. Of the 197 (39%) not performing SLNB, 53% felt that inadequate access to nuclear medicine and gamma probe equipment was the predominant barrier. SLNB has been adopted into Canadian surgical practice. The majority of surgeons believe that SLNB is an acceptable alternative to ALND, with 61% now performing SLNB compared to 27% in 2001. Barriers to implementation appear to be related to inadequate resources as opposed to lack of belief in the procedure.